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As part of our ongoing development of Hands of Duhallow we are delighted to launch
a dedicated guide to arts and crafts in Duhallow. This guide promises to showcase
the richness and diversity of local craftworkers and artists that thrive in the Duhallow
area. Like themselves their work is unique; their dedication to quality, their constant
learning, their blending of tradition and innovation fosters their success. Many of
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Yes
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PAMELA BARRETT

HANDCRAFT

You want to give a gift with a difference? Come and take a look at what Pamela
can make. Her special occasion greeting cards are unique. She never repeats
one and it is customised to the recipient.
Her personalised handmade candles come in a variety of shapes and colours
suited for special occasions such as Births, Weddings and Anniversaries.
Her 3-D decoupage pictures are unique in design and they can offer an exchange
of creative ideas beautifully detailed and delicately rendered. They also make the
perfect gift for a house warming or a wedding.
So come and have a look, ring or e-mail me for that friendly service and personal
touch.

STUDIO
Visitors by appointment only
CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Greeting Cards
Decoupage
Celebration Candles

AVAILABILITY
Direct from studio
Local Craft Fairs

PERSONAL SERVICE
Unique Product

Pamela Barrett
Drishane Road,
Millstreet, Co Cork.
T: 029 70679
E: pamelabarrett@yahoo.com

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
COMMISSIONS
Yes
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DE BRÚN

WOODCRAFTS

The seed for Feargus’s business was planted when he was just twelve years old
and now his original handcrafted products are found in houses across Ireland. It is
Feargus’s traditional style and captivating use of wood that provides his collectors with
the unique opportunity to enhance the décor in their homes and surroundings.
Fine workmanship and design in wood are the sources for the variety of wooden
crafts and wooden gifts for customer of all ages and for all occasions.
Feargus is passionate about his work and can also commission individual pieces for
that special occasion. If you want something traditional, this artist will surely provide
a work of art to be cherished for generations.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Hand made wooden crafts in
ash, oak, beech, salted beech,
walnut and cherry.
PRODUCT RANGE
Tables, Beds, Chairs, Kitchens,
Contemporary Furniture,
Structural Beams and Trusses.

Feargus Browne
Greenﬁeld Road,
Kanturk, Co Cork.
T: 029 50297
M: 087 2115727
E: browne_hurleys@vodafone.ie
W: www.debrunwoodcrafts.ie

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece.
AVAILABILITY
Direct from workshop,
Limited Craft stores,
Local Craft Fairs.
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BERTIE BUCKLEY

ARTIST

Drawing on the Irish landscape for his inspiration, Bertie is fascinated by the
properties of colour, light and shadow as they affect both the image and his own
sense of time, place and inner harmony.
Bertie uses traditional materials in a conventional way. From rural landscape to still
life studies and animal pet portraits, Bertie’s subjects are as varied as life itself. The
broad creative reach of his work complements a variety of decorative settings.
If you want something authentic, this artist will surely provide a work of art to be
cherished for generations.

STUDIO
Visitors by appointment only

AVAILABILITY
Local Craft Fairs
Direct from Studio

ART DISCIPLINE
Paintings
PRODUCT RANGE
Landscapes
Still Life Studies
Pet portraits

Bertie Buckley
Boolamore, Rathcoole,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 087 6793841

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
COMMISSIONS
Yes
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CARRIGH

STAINED GLASS

Maura ﬁrst became interested in stained glass as a hobby and initially started selling
her creations to family and friends. She now sells her range of products through craft
fairs as well as from her workshop. From the front door to a bathroom screen, Maura
can transform any exterior or interior glazing. A new handcrafted stained glass window
will add both character and value to your home.
Each stained glass item is unique and is made using the ‘Tiffany’ technique, where
every piece of glass is hand cut to size and individually wrapped in thin copper foil;
before being carefully soldered together and then hand ﬁnished and polished. This
process allows much ﬁner detail than traditional ‘leaded’ stained glass.
Maura enjoys what she does and she can also commission individual pieces for that
special occasion.

Maura Sheahan
Carrigh House,
Scarteen Lower,
Newmarket, Co Cork.
T: 029 22956
M: 087 9813197

WORKSHOP
Visitors by appointment

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Stained Glass

AVAILABILITY
Direct from workshop

PRODUCT RANGE
Hand Made
Stained Glass,
Sun catchers,
Tiffany Lampshades,
Transom windows,
Landscapes etc.

Local Markets & Craft Fairs

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
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CLARAGH

FURNITURE

At Claragh Furniture the time honoured tradition of furniture making is very much
alive. We specialise in making bespoke furniture for discerning clients. Each piece is
handcrafted to the highest standards with great attention given to detail throughout.
The client is involved in this process from the design stage, right through to the ﬁnal
ﬁnishing; thus ensuring complete customer satisfaction every time.
While we thrive on working with new and innovative designs, we also create
reproduction pieces based on more traditional styles. We offer a huge range of wood
to choose from so be it a contemporary dining table and chairs or a Tudor style four
poster bed, at Claragh Furniture we can carve your ideas into reality.

WORKSHOP
9.00pm -6.00pm
Monday – Saturday
CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Furniture making

Matthew Murphy
Claragh Furniture,
West End,
Millstreet Town,
Co Cork.
T: 029 71021
E: mdm@claraghfurniture.com
W: www.claraghfurniture.com

PRODUCT RANGE
Free standing furniture for all
situations, custom kitchens and
bedrooms

COMMISSIONS
Yes
AVAILABILITY
Direct from
workshop
Website

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
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JEREMIAH DENNEHY

WOODTURNING

Jeremiah Dennehy works with bogwood, some as old as 5000 years, to reveal
its inner beauty, rich colouring and charm. He peels away thousands of years of
deposits to create objects that speak volumes about the timelessness of nature.
Jeremiah carefully sources his bogwood to ensure that his products are of the
highest standard. His extensive range of lamps, chalices and ornaments add the
ﬁnal touch to any home to create distinctive feature pieces.
Jeremiah is also involved in the ﬁtted furniture industry. His made to order elegant
kitchen designs are unique and made using solid woods. Whether rustic or
contemporary, he creates the furniture to ﬁt your lifestyle.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Woodcraft

AVAILABILITY
Workshop
By appointment only

PRODUCT RANGE
Chalices,
Lamps,
Ornaments,
Fitted Furniture.

Jeremiah Dennehy

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependant on product

Banteer Road,
Kanturk, Co Cork.
T: 029 50967
M: 086 8249058
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NEIL J. GALLAGHER

WOODCRAFT

Drawing on the Irish landscape Neil produces a range of outdoor crafted wood
products for any urban and rural setting adding beauty to the space around your
home.
With a multitude of designs and locally sourced native timber to choose from
these handcrafted elegant products can dramatically transform the surrounding
landscape.
Neil also has a complete commissioning service available and provides expert
advice to create the design to ﬁt your lifestyle.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Woodcraft

Neil J. Gallagher
Coolclough,
Kanturk, Co Cork.
T: 029 78086
M: 086 8122411
E: njgallagher@eircom.net

PRODUCT RANGE
Gates, Post Caps, Gateposts,
Timber bollards,
Other fencing and environmental
products on request.
Standard and bespoke sizes.
Suitable for urban and rural
settings.
Product Range for
Domestic, Farm, Amenity,
Equestrian, Forestry, REPS.
PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependant on product

COMMISSIONS
Site visits and consultations
available
AVAILABILITY
Direct from workshop,
Local fence contactors.
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J.K. CRAFTS

HANDCRAFT

Made to order, Jill Kerly’s greeting cards are, by their very nature, unique. Whether
you wish to greet, thank or inform a friend or loved one, through Jill, you make
the recipient the inspiration for the card.
Any detail you wish; be it a name, date, occasion or relationship can be the main
focus of the card, as well as more quirky interests, such as fashion, taste in food
or hobbies: everything is possible with a J.K. Crafts 3D card. You can be sure that
whatever you decide on, it will be given pride of place on the mantelpiece by
the lucky recipient!
While commissioning your cards with Jill, you may also enjoy her range of glass
and tile painting along with her paintings in oils, acrylics and watercolours.

Jill Kerly
J.K. Crafts
Carrigane, Lombardstown,
Mallow, Co. Cork
T: 022 47441
E: jkerly@eircom.net

STUDIO
Visitors by appointment

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Handmade Crafts and Paper
Crafts
Cards
Glass & Tile painting
Original Pieces

AVAILABILITY
Direct from Jill Kerly
Local Craft Fairs

PRODUCT RANGE
Greeting Cards
Hand painted glass and tiles
Paintings
PRICE RANGE
Variable dependent upon piece
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MARLYN

CRAFTS

The feeling of handcrafted timber, smooth to touch and ﬁnished to the highest
standard best describes Marlyn Crafts.
Marlyn Crafts offers a large selection of hand made wooden giftware for
every part of your home and range from wooden Jewellery boxes to chopping
boards to key holders. Each item is crafted with great attention to detail and
quality and can be custom made for those special occasions.

Michael Fitzgerald
Marlyn Crafts
Tullig, Millstreet,
Co Cork.
T: 086 1628340

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Hand made wooden crafts

COMMISSIONS
Yes

PRODUCT RANGE
Coasters (set of 6),
Jewellery Boxes (with mirror),
Key Holders,
Utensil Holders,
Mail Boxes,
Chopping Boards,
Fish Platters,
Fruit Boxes,
Serving Trays.

AVAILABILITY
Direct from workshop
Local Craft Fairs:
Bealick Mills, Macroom,
Book Steps - High Street, Bantry
Farmers Market, Kanturk,
Saturdays
Farmers Market, Clonakilty,
Thursdays

PRICE RANGE
Variable
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WOOL PRODUCTS

Landscapes and seasonal hues are the inspiration for the patterns and colour schemes
of the MISHA label.
MISHA – Michaele Mirtschink – stands for wool jumpers, hats and other garments.
Inﬂuenced by Faeroe Isle designs and coming from a family background of ﬁne hand
spinning and hand knitted wool produce; Michaele’s creations are reﬂections of
natural colours and traditional knitting techniques.
All items are individually made and unique in their design. The artist’s work is
instantly recognisable.
As a sideline, the MISHA label also produces a series of decorated decoupage ﬂower
pots and boxes.
In purchasing MISHA you will deﬁnitely own a unique piece of craft.

Michaele Mirtschink
MISHA
Kilcorney, Co Cork.
T: 087 9893117

STUDIO
Visitors by appointment only

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Hand Knitted Garments,
Decoupage

AVAILABILITY
Craft Fairs,
Contact Studio
directly

PRODUCT RANGE
Wool Jumpers, Wool Hats,
Flower Pots, Boxes and custom
orders
PRICE RANGE
Wool from €10 - €250
(excluding custom)
Flower Pots
– from €5.50
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KIDDIE CRAFTS
When you want to send a greeting, why not say it with a hand crafted soft
toy of a difference. Children (and adults alike) won’t be able to resist these
colourful hand knitted characters. Teddy bears, dolls, rabbits, scarecrows and
clowns are everlasting favourites.
Eileen’s nativity sets are equally as colourful and are sure to provide many
hours of entertainment during the Christmas season.
Eileen also makes a wide selection of baby clothes, from crochet jackets and
boots to Aran jumpers and hats; everything to keep your baby warm and
stylish. These items make wonderful baby gifts.

WORKSHOP
By appointment only
CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Handmade Soft Toys

Eileen Murphy
Kiddie Crafts
McAuliffe Avenue,
Boherbue,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 029 76483
M: 087 9227790

PRODUCT RANGE
Baby Clothes
Knitted Toys
Nativity Sets
Scarves

COMMISSIONS
Yes

AVAILABILITY
Direct from
Workshop,
Local Craft Fairs

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
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BOG WOOD

PRODUCTS

Turf cutting from the bogs around Sliabh Luachra uncovered a wealth of bog oak,
pine and deal estimated to be between three and ﬁve thousand years old. John
is passionate about preserving the Bog Oak by creating stunning craft pieces that
are totally unique.
He dries out the wood for at least six months and the timber is then cleaned,
sanded, polished and carved or shaped to produce lamps, mirrors, clocks, tables
and mantelpieces.
John’s work reﬂects the natural shape of the wood and by careful hand-sculpting,
the bog oak is kept close to its original form.

John Murphy
Bog Wood Products
Ballydesmond,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 087 2882057

WORKSHOP
Visitors by appointment only

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Bog wood products

AVAILABILITY
Direct from
workshop
Local Craft Fairs

PRODUCT RANGE
Lamps, Mirrors,
Clocks,
Tables,
Mantelpieces.
PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
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BROADLEAF

WOODCRAFT

All pieces of Broadleaf Woodcraft furniture are custom made and designed to give a
truly unique look to your home. Michael employs traditional methods to handcraft
a wide variety of unique wooden products.
Working with a variety of hardwoods to reveal its inner beauty and rich colouring
Michael can create that distinctive piece of furniture. Whether a new kitchen design,
side board, ﬁtted furniture, radiator cover, wooden beach Michael can create that
look for you.
Our reputation for ﬁne craftsmanship has contributed to the success of Broadleaf
woodcraft into a fulltime craft business supplying a customer base across Munster.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Woodcraft

Michael Murphy
Broadleaf Woodcraft
Lyre, Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 029 58301
M: 087 6724959

PRODUCT RANGE
Dressers
Radiator Covers
Fitted Furniture
Side Boards
Wooden Benches
Custom Made Pieces

AVAILABILITY
Workshop
Booking by appointments.
Opening hours:
Mon-Friday,
9.00-5.30

PRICE RANGE
Variable - dependent upon piece
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ART ON SLATE
Kate uses Slate as her canvas to create colorful and vibrant works of art, which
are truly unique and are suitable for all your home decor needs as well as being
the perfect gift for every occasion.
With poems and sayings for every occasion, you can chose from a large selection
on display at the gallery or order your own custom made piece for that extra
special sentiment.
Kate also accepts commissions for Ink drawing, artist impressions and photo like
reproductions of your favorite building or landscape.
The range of products includes Clocks, Picture Frames, Fridge Magnets, Abstract
Designs and Irish scenery with poems and sayings on slate and canvas, as well
as hand painted slate jewellery and handmade cards.

Kate O’Keeffe
Art on Slate
Ballydesmond, Co Cork.
T: 064 51021
M: 087 2354984
E: kateslate@eircom.net
W: www.artonslate.ie

GALLERY
Visitors during opening hours

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Art on Slate

AVAILABILITY
Exclusive from Gallery
outside of hours.

PRODUCT RANGE
Clocks
Picture Frames
Fridge Magnets
Abstract Designs
Slate Jewellery
Blessings
PRICE RANGE
Dependent upon piece
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PICTURECRAFT

UNIQUE INK DESIGNS

Picturecraft Unique Ink Designs are creative images by artist Irene Ryan who
is a registered member of the Craft Council of Ireland. A native of Limerick
city, Irene works from her cottage studio home in Boherbue village, north
west Cork, where she lives with her husband and four children, three dogs
and one cat!
Uniquely designed personalised pieces for your unusual baby gift; alternative
wedding present; special friendship; or presentation piece.
Commissions are customised to your own individual speciﬁcations. Initial
designs are of traditional dip pen & ink on watercolour paper, then coloured
using watercolour paints, ﬁnished with pastel chalks and ﬁxative. She sources
her beautiful frames from Ballycasey Craft Centre in Shannon, Co Clare. All
are gift wrapped completing a very individual and personal gift.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Calligraphy/
cartoon ink drawings
PRODUCT RANGE
Baby & Christening Gifts,
Presentation Gifts, Alternative
Wedding Keepsakes, Friendships,
New Homes

Irene Ryan
Picturecraft
Tig Noní,
Boherbue Village, Co Cork.
T: 029 76314 M: 086 8272042
E: picturecraftinkdesigns@eircom.net
W: www.uniqueinkdesign.com

PRICE RANGE
Variable
from €25-€350

AVAILABILITY
Direct from Studio by
appointment only
Craft fair exhibitions in October
and December in Killarney and
Limerick.
Can order through
The Framers
(061-360853)
COMMISSIONS
Owing to the individual attention
given to each piece, please allow
2-3 weeks for your commission.
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MARY G SHEEHAN

ARTIST

Mary’s fascination for painting existed for as long as she can remember. She is
able to capture just about anything and turn it into a lasting memory.
Mary works from photography. The paint is applied thickly and left to dry for
three weeks to one month. The entire process may take up to seven months. The
result is magical!
With her own style of painting, each piece is a unique work of art. The broad
creative reach of Mary’s work also means that it complements a variety of
decorative settings, from the period to the contemporary home.

STUDIO
Visitors by appointment only
ART DISCIPLINE
Oil paintings
PRODUCT RANGE
Landscapes, Photograph
reproduction
in paint

Mary G Sheehan
Knocknagree,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 064 56015
M: 087 9810074
E: marygsheehan@yahoo.ie

AVAILABILITY
Art Studio, Knocknagree
Irish Art Collectors
Killarney Art Gallery
Greenlane Gallery, Dingle
Cill Rialaig, Ballinskelligs,
Co. Kerry

PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece
COMMISSIONS
Yes
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ERNA SPIER

HANDMADE JEWELLERY

Jewellery is a great way to add colour to your life. The hands of Erna are always
busy making new items, inspired by her mood, the time of the year, music and
above all the sight of all the beautiful colours.
She uses beads, glass, precious stones, pearls and even soft and warm yarn from
all over the world. Every piece is made with love for the materials and no two
pieces are the same so you are sure to wear something unique.
Erna who is originally from Holland and her husband are in the jewellery craft
business for a number of years - Erna with her pearls and beads and husband Arie
who is a Goldsmith. At their studio shop there is always time for good and free
advice. Come and visit and I will see if I can design for you an authentic Irish
piece of Handmade jewellery.

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Jewellery with the use of
precious stones,
glass and ceramic beads,
pearls and yarn.

Erna Spier
30 Strand Street,
Kanturk, Co Cork
T: 029 72114
M: 087 6956123
E: ernaspier@gmail.com
W: www.amazingbeads.net

AVAILABILITY
Direct from
Studio/Shop
Local Craft Fairs

PRODUCT RANGE
Necklaces
Bracelets
Earrings
Loose beads and pearls
PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon the
materials
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MARY WALSH

ARTIST

Lucid dreaming is the emotional and imaginative source of Mary’s work, capturing the
sub-consciousness in a series of snapshots, making it visible in a concrete way. First
impressions are intended to create a false sense of serenity. Closer inspection reveals
an unevenness that suggests insecurity. The ground is ﬂeeting, its substance eroded by
mist diffused light.
It’s a submerged landscape out of which motifs emerge. A tree, An abandoned building.
A ﬁgure as if detached from its surroundings; capturing the essence that a dream brings,
overlapping thoughts and forms, images melting into one another. There is the possibility
of an emptiness that refers to hopelessness, a void. But this is punctured by the presence
of the familiar, the little details that anchor our dreams in memory and experience. These
are the experiences that give us reason to hope, they are our anchors in chaos.
A graduate form the Crawford College of Art & Design with a ﬁrst class honours degree in

ART DISCIPLINE
Oil Painting,
Chalk Pencils

Fine Art Painting she has exhibited her work
in many galleries and her work is represented
in private collections in America and Ireland.
She was awarded a residency in Cill Rialaig
Artist Project, Co Kerry and a grant from IRD
Duhallow.

AVAILABILITY
Direct from Art Studio
Local Craft Fairs

PRODUCT RANGE
Portraits
Memory Collages
PRICE RANGE
Variable, dependent upon piece

Mary Walsh
Glounlahan, Ballydesmond,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 064 51189
M: 087 9522804
E: mary_walsh@vodafone.ie

COMMISSIONS
Yes
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WOODCRAFT

WOOD PRODUCTS

Why not brighten up your garden by growing your ﬂowers and shrubs in
luxury wood-crafted window boxes and traditional wheel barrels. The effect
is almost instant.
Denis has developed WOODCRAFT into an impressive craft business with
products ranging from bird tables, window boxes and picnic benches to dolls’
houses and nativity cribs. He also supplies beehives to Duhallow Beekeepers
Association.
Denis aims to expand WOODCRAFT and supply custom made interior
furniture including TV units, cabinets and wardrobes.

Denis O’Riordan
Woodcraft, Ahane, Cullen,
Mallow, Co Cork.
T: 029 79237
M: 087 7703265
E: denisor@yahoo.co.uk

WORKSHOP
Visitors by appointment only

COMMISSIONS
Yes

CRAFT DISCIPLINE
Woodcraft

AVAILABILITY
Farmers Market, Kanturk
Local Craft Fairs
From Workshop

PRODUCT RANGE
Beehives made from yellow pine;
Bird tables,
Wheel-barrows, Window boxes,
Picture frames, Nativity cribs,
and Furniture.
PRICE RANGE
Variable depending upon
product.
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